Following the second world war, the world witnessed a new pattern of alignment of nations. Formation of elaborate alliances by the two blocs, namely the 'free world' led by the United States of America and the Communist bloc, led by the Soviet Union, poised against each other, created fresh tensions in international relations. A third group of nations, from Asia and Africa, though not knit into a bloc, emerged in this period, with the avowed purpose of reducing world tensions. These non-aligned countries, as they came to be known later on, kept themselves un-committed in their respective foreign policies, so far as the two blocs were concerned. The formation of the South East Asia Treaty Organization (generally known as SEATO) was part of the 'free world's' defence build-up against possible external aggression and also internal subversions. The creation of SEATO evoked varied responses from different parts of the world representing these three main strands of world opinion. The certain Commonwealth countries, namely, Australia, Canada, India, Malaya, Pakistan and the United Kingdom, whose attitudes towards SEATO have been studied in the thesis, represent some important sectors of two of the three main groups. An attempt has been made in the dissertation to bring out the factors responsible, in each case, for joining or keeping out of SEATO, and also to make a comparison of their respective attitudes to this organization.
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